
CHINA / Vietnam 

SAT 18 We leave from our departure city on our overnight flight to BEIJING CAPITAL. 

TUE 21 A second full day at PEK, with the chance to visit the Civil aviation museum, followed by Datang 
Shan museum if you wish to.

China Eastern, China United and several others. We have the rest of the day viewing from our hotel, .

THU 23 We have the whole day here, at the hotel, or around the new airport. 

FRI 24 Today we have an optional day trip to TIANJIN, returning in the evening. 

SAT 25 After breakfast we transfer to the terminal early, for our flight to HO CHI MINH. 
We transfer to our hotel, THE IBIS, then can spot from the hotel roof, or use a bar at the end of the runway . . 
SUN 26 Again, a relaxing breakfast we have a full day on the roof, with chance to visit the nearby Yak 40 
and The War remnants museum. 

. 

TUE 28 At lunchtime we fly to GUANGZHOU and our hotel between the terminals. Free evening. 

JUN 18‐3 JUL
This tour visits Vietnam, while taking the chance to visit China 

WED 29 A whole free day viewing from our hotel rooms, all on high floors facing the runways

Flights probably with FINNAIR (A350) OR LUFTHANSA (B748i /

VISA FREE, including the new Beijing Daxin airport

SUN 19 On arrival, we clear immigration and take the shuttle to the CORDIS HOTEL. This has excellent
views from the rooms, or you can walk over to the mound at the end of the middle runway.

MON 20 Completly free day at Capital airport.

THU 30 At 11am we drive directly to SHENZHEN and our Airport hotel is joined to the terminal, with 
great views of the 2 runways.

FRI 1 Lunchtime departure across the land border to HONG KONG, directly to our hotel. In the 
afternoon, we have a choice of viewing from the hotel, or the airport Skydeck.

SAT 2 A full day in Hong Kong.

SUN 3 Our final day, with flights back home, arriving back late evening.

Tour Cost: £1949 Deposit: £499 Single Room: £579
Cost includes: Flights and all taxes, Transfers, 1  nights hotel (in twin room) with breakfast

More details will be sent out when known. Local departures & Extending is possible.
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which is at the threshold of the 2 main runways, with views of landing or departing flights.

WED 22 Today it's on to DAXING airport, the new airport and home to China Southern, Hebei, Xiamen,

MON 27 Final day in vietnam, at the hotel or one of many rooftop bars, overlooking the airport.

Or take a day return flight to Hanoi, if you wish
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